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Abstract
We show that complex representations of Clifford algebra can al-
ways be reduced either to a real or to a quaternionic algebra depending
on signature of complex space thus showing that complex spinors are
unavoidably either real Majorana spinors or quaternionic spinors. We
use this result to support (1, 3) signature for Minkowski space.
1 Introduction
In 1913 Élie Cartan introduced spinors [4, 5] and, after more than a cen-
tury, their offsprings continue to blossom. Spinors were later thoroughly
investigated by Claude Chevalley [6] in the mathematical frame of Clifford
algebras and identified as elements of minimal left ideals of the algebra.
For a real vector space V ∼= Rk,l the properties of its Clifford algebra
C`(V ) are fully determined by its signature (k, l) and it is customary to
define a bijective transformation in this plane: n := k + l and ν := k − l.
The reason behind this transformation is that ν (mod 8) determines
uniquely both the underlying division algebra and to which of the 8 classes of
the Brauer–Wall group of R the Clifford algebra belongs [3, p. 89], while the
symmetry properties of the invariant bilinear forms of spinor space depend
on n (mod 8). n and ν together give rise to the “spinorial chessboard” that
appears in the title of the book [3, p. 109]. In binary form ν, n (mod 8)
have just 3 bits and in [2] we have shown that it is wiser to consider these
bits since they correspond to precise properties of C`(V ) tightly intertwined
with the main involutions of the algebra.
In this paper we begin generalizing [2] to the case of a complex space
V and its C`(V ) and with this new result we show that the complex C`(V )
is always reducible either to a real algebra with Majorana spinors or to a
quaternionic algebra and thus that complex numbers are not really needed.
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More in detail in section 2 we start by some remarks on binary numbers
and then introduce the main argument resuming the results of [2] that show
how the main involutions of the real C`(V ) fully determine the relations
between the bits of ν and n and get rid of all periodicities of C`(V ). In
following section 3 we prove that this result neatly generalize to the case of
complex spaces and the relative Clifford algebras simply extending the set of
main involutions with the involution related to complex conjugation; for the
sake of completeness in section 4 these results are related to the similar ones
obtained for complex representations of Clifford algebras [15]; this part is not
needed for what follows. In last section 5 we apply these results to investigate
the ubiquitous case of complex representations of Clifford algebras and we
show that it is always possible to see a complex Clifford algebra as a tensor
product complexification and thus that the complex Clifford algebra can
always be reduced to one of its subalgebras. This is well known for Majorana
spinors but we show it is possible to do it also in the other possible case when
Clifford algebra and spinors become quaternionic and thus in both cases we
can eliminate complex numbers. This in turn allows to argue in favour of
signature (1, 3) for Minkowski space.
For the convenience of the reader we tried to make this paper as elemen-
tary and self-contained as possible.
2 The case of real Clifford algebra
We resume some simple facts on the binary representation of an integer n:
n =
{ ∑∞
i=0 ni2i ni ∈ {0, 1}∑∞
i=0
1−in
2 2i in ∈ {1,−1}, in = (−1)ni
(1)
and we will switch between the two forms ni and in of the binary expansion
as and when it suits to us.
Representing an integer n with a finite number k of bits one is de facto
implementing modular arithmetic, namely n (mod 2k). In this case the
customary “2-complement” representation for negative numbers is given by
−n = 2k − n, that satisfies n + (−n) ≡ 0 (mod 2k). By Clifford algebra
periodicities many algebra properties depend on integers modulo 8, thus
meaning that just the three least significant bits of integer n are relevant so
that we will frequently use n′ := n (mod 8) and it is simple to verify that,
if n′ 6= 0 then −n (mod 8) = 8− n′.
A remarkable result descending from Lucas’ theorem (see e.g. [12]) is
in = (−1)
(
n
2i
)
(n integer) (2)
2
ν
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
n
0 R
1 2R
2 R(2) R(2)
3 2R(2) C(2)
4 R(4) R(4) H(2)
5 2R(4) C(4) 2H(2)
6 R(8) R(8) H(4) H(4)
7 2R(8) C(8) 2H(4) C(8)
Table 1: The real, universal, Clifford algebras of V = Rk,l depending on
n = k + l and ν = k − l. R(2) is the matrix algebra of real 2 × 2 matrices
and 2R stands for R⊕R; for negative values of ν the division algebra can be
derived remembering that, for modulo 8 values, −ν = 8− ν.
that shows that the formulas (−1)n(n−1)2 and (−1)n, that frequently occur
in Clifford algebras, are just the two least significant bits 1n and 0n of the
binary representation of n.
In the literature [3, 13] it is customary to arrange the periodicity prop-
erties of Clifford algebras in a table of n vs ν, like in table 1, or −ν like in
the the spinorial clock of [3, p. 122].
In [2] we have shown that it is instructive to arrange the various kinds of
Clifford algebras (more precisely: the division algebras of the matrix algebra
of Wedderburn-Artin theorem) as depending on the three least significant
bits of ν and we resume their meaning with
2ν =
{
1 R
−1 H
1ν = ω2
0ν =
{
1 ν, n even (central, simple algebra)
−1 ν, n odd (ω ∈ center)
(3)
where ω = e1e2 · · · en is the product of the generators, namely the volume
element and for Clifford algebras over a real vector space V = Rk,l it is a
standard exercise to calculate ω2 and using (2)
ω2 = (−1) (k−l)(k−l−1)2 = (−1)
(
ν
2
)
= 1ν .
Exploiting this result it is evocative to replace table 1 with a 3-dimensional
cube with the 3 axes corresponding respectively to ν0, ν1 and ν2 and with
each division algebra on its corresponding vertex as done in figure 1. We
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Figure 1: The 5 different division algebras of the real Clifford algebras of
V = Rk,l as depending on the three least significant bits ν2, ν1 and ν0 of the
binary representation of ν = k− l, the number in square brackets near each
cube vertex.
see that the cube face ν0 = 0 (ν, n even) contains all central simple alge-
bras whereas the face ν0 = 1 (ν, n odd) contains all non central algebras for
whom the center is {1, ω}. The two faces ν1 = 0, 1 correspond respectively
to ω2 = 1,−1 and finally the faces ν2 = 0, 1 contain respectively R or H
division algebras.
The vertical edge ν0 = ν1 = 1 contains the cases in which ω belongs to
the center and ω2 = −1 and in these cases the center is isomorphic to C. On
the other edge ν0 = 1, ν1 = 0 there are the cases in which ω belongs to the
center but ω2 = 1, namely the cases of “double” algebra R⊕ R and H⊕ H.
The advantage of this representation is that each axis of the cube rep-
resent a unique, well defined, property of the algebra independent of all
others, thus superseding traditional ν (mod 4), ν (mod 2) characterizations;
this renders the properties of Clifford algebras easier to visualize.
Given ν we learn something about the Clifford algebra but this is not the
entire story since different possible alternatives for n remain. This further
“degree of freedom” is responsible of other periodicities of Clifford algebra
that give rise to the spinorial chessboard [3, p. 109] and surfaces in a different
form producing the eight double coverings of the group O, the Dabrowski
groups [8]. Dabrowski defines three variables, named a, b, c ∈ {±1}, that
completely determines the characteristics of Clifford algebra; his work has
been subsequently developed by Varlamov [16].
We have shown [2] that this degree of freedom depends on the funda-
mental automorphisms of Clifford algebras and we resume the story here
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beginning from the fundamental automorphisms of Clifford algebras. In
general in Clifford algebras there are four automorphisms corresponding to
the two involutions and to the two antinvolutions induced by the orthogonal
involutions 1V and −1V of vector space V [13, Theorem 13.31]. They are
called fundamental or discrete automorphisms and under composition form
a finite group, isomorphic to Z2 ⊗ Z2 [16].
In what follows we treat the simpler case of even n leaving the odd case
for future analysis. For n even the Clifford algebra is central simple and,
by Skolem–Noether theorem, all its automorphisms are inner. The inner
elements ω and
τ :=
{
ek+1ek+2 · · · ek+l for k, l even
e1e2 · · · ek for k, l odd (4)
(here e2i = 1 for i ≤ k and e2i = −1 for i > k) give [1]:
ωeiω
−1 = −ei ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n
τeiτ
−1 = e∗i = e−1i
(5)
where e∗i is the dual of ei. Together with their composition ωτ and identity
they define the 4 fundamental involutions of real Clifford algebras (not to
be mistaken with antinvolutions, e.g. reversion) and form group Z2 ⊗ Z2.
The two bits τ2 = ±1 and s1 = ±1 defined by
ωτω−1 = s1τ (6)
fully define the relations between the bits of ν and the corresponding bits
of n: for n even the following relations hold [2]:
2ν = 2n τ2
1ν = 1n s1 = ω2
0ν = 0n = 1
(7)
and thus knowing e.g. ν and the two additional bits τ2 and s1 we can deter-
mine also n (mod 8) thus removing all periodicities from Clifford algebra. In
Varlamov’s notation [16] (a, b, c) = (s1ω2τ2, τ2, ω2) = (1n 2n 2ν, 2n 2ν, 1ν).
3 Generalization to C case
To generalize (7) to C case we first need to define properly the meaning of ν
in this case since it is well known that in complex quadratic space V ∼= Cn to
any orthonormal base we can assign any signature multiplying base vectors
by a field coefficient ι ∈ {1, i}.
The Clifford algebra of any quadratic space V contains “copies” of the
field F and of V by injections F → C`(V ) : x → x1 and V → C`(V ), the so
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called Clifford map. Whereas the field injection is unique, there are various
possibilities for the injections of vector space V . In any case the Clifford
map always selects a subset of the anticommuting matrices of “its” matrix
algebra ej and it is customary to identify V with its image in C`(V ) and
an orthonormal base of V with the anticommuting matrices ej (in the real
case this is the only available choice). We remark that these matrices are
not “representations” but members of the algebra itself.
In the complex case the generators ej ∈ C`(V ) can be redefined multiply-
ing them by the field coefficient ι ∈ {1, i} and we name them fj to underline
the difference with the real case
fj := ιjej (8)
the sign of any f2j = ±1 can be chosen at will and thus V signature.
Only after we have done these two choices: the Clifford map and the
field coefficients ιj a signature is well defined and there will be k space like
generators (f2j = 1) and l = n − k timelike ones (f2j = −1) and we show
that doing these choices we left a footprint in the algebra.
Once the signature is freezed all the homogeneous elements (blades), as
for example the volume element that now we write ω = f1f2 · · · fn, have a
“natural” value for their square, e.g. ω2 descending from the values of f2j .
It is true that we can redefine also ω′ = iω and ω′2 = −ω2 but this is only
cosmetics since neither the involution automorphism induced by ω is altered
nor is altered the natural sign of its square nor are altered other properties
like e.g. the sign s1 (6) and so from now on we will always consider for ω2
and other blades what we call their natural sign.
In complex space the set of generators fj has two natural partitions into
two classes: the first depends on ιj giving fj = ±fj , the second on f−1j = ±fj
(we just remind that also in the complex case f−1j = f3j = ±fj). These two
partitions lift to two involutions and, if the dimension of the linear space V is
even, by Skolem–Noether theorem, there exist corresponding inner elements.
For the first partition there must exists ρ such that
ρfjρ
−1 = fj = ±fj (9)
and we remark that this is a C linear operation and thus is not complex
conjugation but coincides with it for the generators since ιj ∈ {1, i} and for
them complex conjugation reduces to a sign; (9) defines a third fundamental
involution of C`(V ) that, together with the two of the real case (5), give rise
to a finite group with 8 elements. Supposing that there are 0 ≤ r ≤ n field
coefficients ιj = i and n− r ιj = 1 we see that (9) is satisfied by:
ρ :=
{ ∏
j∈{r} fj for r even∏
j∈{n−r} fj for r odd
(10)
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where by j ∈ {r} we mean the set of generators for which ιj = i and by
j ∈ {n−r} we mean the complementary set for which ιj = 1. For the second
partition there must exist an algebra element Θ such that
ΘfjΘ−1 = f−1j = ±fj (11)
and we easily verify that
Θ :=
{
τ for R and e−1j = e∗j
τρ for C and f−1j = fj
∗
.
(12)
With these definitions we may finally generalize (7) with
Proposition 1. In any Clifford algebra of a real or complex quadratic space
V of even dimension n = 2m and signature (k, l) let Θ be the inner element
giving the inverse of the generators (11) and let s = ±1 be defined by
ωΘω−1 = sΘ
then the three bits of ν = k − l of V are given by
2ν = 2nΘ2
1ν = 1n s = ω2
0ν = 0n = 1
(13)
which tedious proof is in the Appendix. Three remarks on this result: the
first is that given the dimension n of V and the value of the bits ω2 (or s)
and Θ2 one obtains ν and thus the complete signature also in complex case.
The second remark is that in passing from the real to the complex case
we need to add ρ to the definition of Θ (12); similarly with bits ρ2 and s2
(25) we go from (7) to (13) (further details in the proof)
2ν = 2νR ρ2= 2n τ2Rρ2 (14a)
1ν = 1νR s2 = 1n s1s2 = ω2 (14b)
0ν = 0νR = 0n = 1 (14c)
where with νR and τR we indicate respectively ν and τ we would get in the
real case or, equivalently, from fj setting all ιj = 1 (giving ρ = 1, s2 = 1).
The last remark is that proposition 1 is an extension of [15, proposition 1]
that can be derived from (14a) in the particular case of 2νR = 1, more on
this in the following section.
4 Relations with complex representations of C`(V )
In this section, not strictly necessary for what follows, we examine in detail
the relations intercurring between inner involutions
f∗j = τfjτ−1
f j = ρfjρ−1
(15)
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and the more familiar complex representations of Clifford algebras [3, 15].
Given an even dimensional real or complex quadratic space V , n = 2m,
one can build a representation of its Clifford algebra that is an algebra map
γ : C`(V )→ EndCS (16)
in the complex linear space S ∼= C2m , the space of spinors. One then defines
the maps B : S → S∗ and C : S → S intertwining the equivalent com-
plex representations γ, γ∗ and γ and we will concentrate on the relations
between these maps and inner involutions (15). Maps B and C give the
“representation version” of the involutions (15)
γ∗(fj) = Bγ(fj)B−1
γ(fj) = Cγ(fj)C−1
(17)
and sport the properties [15, proposition 1]
B∗ = (−1)m(m−1)2 B
CC = (−1) (l−k)(l−k+2)8
(18)
and we observe that (−1)m(m−1)2 = 1m = 2n since n = 2m. Moreover
(−1) (l−k)(l−k+2)8 = (−1) 12 ν2 ( ν2−1) = 1(ν2 ) = 2ν since ν is even and thus we
rewrite (18) as
B∗ = 2nB
CC = 2ν .
(19)
Comparing (15) with (17) we realize that maps B and C are simply the
representations of the corresponding inner elements, namely B = γ(τ) and
C = γ(ρ), since their actions on the generators is the same.
By (4) and (8), if τ is made by x ≥ 0 generators, B = γ(τ) = γ(fj1) · · · γ(fjx)
then
B∗ = γ∗(fjx) · · · γ∗(fj1) = γ(fjx) · · · γ(fj1)
since in both cases of (4) the transformation from dual to plain form leaves
a factor 1. Thus reordering the generators we get B and so
B∗ = (−1)x(x−1)2 B = 1xB = τ2RB
since 1x is either 1l or 1k (4) and is precisely the value of τ2R [2, (17)]. For
the second relation CC = γ(ρ)γ(ρ) = γ(ρ)γ(ρ) by the definition of the
representation γ. By (17) γ(ρ)γ(ρ) = γ(ρ)γ(ρ) = γ(ρ2) = ρ2 and so from
(19) we get
τ2R = 2n
ρ2 = 2ν
(20)
that allow to compare (18) with the results of proposition 1. The first thing
to observe is that the two relations of (20) are equivalent since substituting
each of them in (14a) we obtain the other.
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Comparing ρ2 = 2ν with (14a) we see that they agree only iff 2νR = 1.
This apparent mismatch arises because γ (16) is a representation acting on
complex space S whereas (14) are always valid, also when the algebra is
quaternionic and 2νR = −1 (3).
Let us explain this with a simple example: let V = R0,2, then C`(R0,2) ∼=
H and generators e1, e2 can be taken to be e.g. i, j ∈ H and the inner element
τ = k ∈ H gives
τeiτ
−1 = e∗i = −ei for i = 1, 2
moreover τ2 ≡ τ2R = −1 that satisfies (14a) since here ρ2 = 1 and so 2νR =
2nτ
2
R = −1. Going to the complex representation of C`
(
R0,2
)
in S = C2 we
can choose for the two generators e.g. f1 = i
(
0 1
1 0
)
, f2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
∈
C(2) and the inner elements are respectively τ = f1 and ρ = f2 that give
τf1τ−1 = f∗1 = f1 ρf1ρ−1 = f1 = −f1
τf2τ−1 = f∗2 = −f2 ρf2ρ−1 = f2 = f2
and ρ2 = −1 that satisfy (14a) but now 2νR = 1 since in the complex
representation C(2) the dual structure e∗i = −ei of H is vanished.
So going to complex representations of quaternionic algebras some struc-
ture is lost and B∗ (18) is correct. This happens because the dual (loosely:
transpose) structure of complex and real matrices is identical whereas the
dual structure of quaternions is different and get lost when going to complex
representations and this gives rise to the apparent mismatch between (14)
and (20).
We conclude observing that the Hermiticity of the map BC [15, propo-
sition 1] is straightforward to prove in our settings:
(τρ)† = τρ(τρ)ρ−1τ−1 = τρ(ρτρ−1ρ)ρ−1τ−1 = τ2ρ2ρ−1τ−1 = ρτ = τρ .
5 Complex Clifford algebra is always reducible
It is well known that for a real quadratic space V its signature determines
the Brauer–Wall class of its Clifford algebra C`(V ): these relations appear in
figure 1 and in (3) and (7). On the other hand if V is complex of dimension
2m then C`(V ) ∼= C(2m) independently of the signature of V , that can be
chosen at will. This is usually interpreted saying that in complex space the
signature does not affect the Clifford algebra of V .
In section 3 we have defined a signature for V as a two step process: the
choice of the Clifford map and the choice of the coefficients ιj assigned to
generators (8). We show that also in complex space the signature of V plays
a role since it selects a subalgebra of C(2m) to which we can always “reduce”.
This is well known for the case of reduction to real representations and to
Majorana spinors. We show that this is only part of the story and that
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the Clifford algebra can always be “reduced”, albeit in a generalized sense,
either to a real or to a quaternionic representation and that this depends on
the signature ν of complex space V , like in the real case.
Complex representations of Clifford algebra are of paramount impor-
tance in physics being essential for electromagnetism [15]. Complex repre-
sentation often can be seen either as an algebra map γ (16) or as a complex-
ification C⊗ C`
(
Rk,l
)
; our preference goes to the latter.
We review the familiar reduction of complex spinors to real Majorana
spinors to introduce a generalized definition of reduction: given V with
signature ν (mod 8) ∈ {0, 2} and looking at the complex representation
(16) the complex space of spinors S = C2m ∼= R2m ⊕ R2m can be reduced
to one of its real subspaces R2m since the representation γ leaves invariant
both of them [3] and thus is reducible in the usual meaning: reduction to
an invariant subspace of S. On the other hand we have the fully general
relation
C(2m) ∼= R(2m)⊕ R(2m) ∼= C⊗ R(2m) (21)
that hints at the two equivalent paths to complexify a real linear space
[7]. The representation reduced to Majorana spinors clearly refers to the
first of these two isomorphisms. But we can derive it also from the second
isomorphism: the real subspaces of S are invariant for representation γ
that results thus isomorphic to R(2m); in this fashion we see reduction as
a reduction of the algebra C(2m) to its subalgebra R(2m) appearing in the
second isomorphism and in this case the two definitions are equivalent.
The image of C`(V ) by γ (16) is always a subalgebra of EndCS, possibly
over a different field as in the case of Majorana spinors. If this subalgebra
has real dimension lower than that of EndCS we define it a reducible repre-
sentation. In the real case also the minimal left ideal R2m is a subspace of
the original C2m and of halved dimension but we will show that with this
generalized definition of reducibility this is not always true.
To apply the same procedure also in the quaternionic case we need
C(2m) ∼= H(2m−1)⊕ H(2m−1)
simple to prove by induction on m observing that for m = 1 the generic
element of C(2) has the form
(
a b
c d
)
∼=
(
a 0
c 0
)
⊕
(
0 b
0 d
)
each term
being isomorphic to C2 and thus to H via the standard isomorphism [14]
Cn × Cn → Hn; (z1, z2)→ z1 + jz2 . (22)
With this result and with the standard one C(2m) ∼= C ⊗ H(2m−1) [14] we
can write a relation similar to (21)
C(2m) ∼= H(2m−1)⊕ H(2m−1) ∼= C⊗ H(2m−1) (23)
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that we exploit, with the enlarged definition of reducibility given by the
second isomorphism, when the Clifford algebra reduces from C(2m) to its
subalgebra H(2m−1). Let us show this with a simple example: let V = C2
and the chosen signature (0, 2), namely ν = −2 ≡ 6 (mod 8). It is easy
to prove [14] that this algebra, generated by two anticommuting generators
of signature (0, 2), is H, namely a subalgebra of C(2), and precisely the
subalgebra made by matrices of the form(
a −b
b a
)
a, b ∈ C (24)
and the real dimension of the algebra reduces from 8 to 4 but the dimension
of S is unchanged and remains 4 so by the usual definition of reducibility
this representation would be not reducible. We resume the situation with:
Proposition 2. Given a complex space V of dimension n = 2m and its
Clifford algebra C(2m) let V be given the signature ν then, depending on 2ν,
the Clifford algebra of V is the subalgebra of C(2m):
R(2m) for 2ν = 1
H(2m−1) for 2ν = −1 .
So complex Clifford algebra C(2m) always “reduces” to one of its two subal-
gebras R(2m) or H(2m−1) both with halved dimension with respect to C(2m).
When 2ν = 1 the Clifford algebra of V is R(2m) with real, Majorana, spinors.
For 2ν = −1 the Clifford algebra is H(2m−1) and so spinors are intrinsically
quaternionic and S ∼= H2m−1 . In a nutshell spinors are: either real, Majo-
rana, spinors or quaternionic and in any case C can leave the scene1.
We remark that proposition 2, that we derived from (21) and (23),
descends also immediately from (3) and the general result [13, Proposi-
tion 13.28]
C⊗ C`
(
Rk,l
) ∼= C`(Ck+l) ∼= C(2m) .
In physics electromagnetism bring to use complex representations (16) and
proposition 2 shows that the complex numbers, introduced “ad hoc”, are
fatally due to disappear once a signature is chosen.
For the quaternionic case we remark that with the standard isomorphism
(22) we can, if so we like, continue to look at spinors as at elements of C2m ,
for example the familiar Dirac spinors of C4. The main change is in the
matrices of EndCC2
m that are not full fledged C(2m) matrices but matrices
representing the subalgebra H(2m−1), that for example in the case of m = 1
1a technical remark: in the real case the Clifford algebra of an even dimensional V
is, depending on 2ν, either R(2m) or H(2m−1), two non isomorphic algebras of same
dimension. In the complex case, either by representation (16) or complexification, we
obtain the same two algebras but now they are both subalgebras of C(2m).
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have the form (24) easy to generalize to m > 1. Moreover even if we reduce
to a quaternionic algebra, formally eliminating C algebra in (23), there is
still room for electromagnetism since in principle we can replace i ∈ C with
any of i, j, k ∈ H that square to −1.
We remark that quaternionic formulations of quantum mechanics are
studied since long time, see e.g. [11, 10] and references therein, in particular
it has been studied and solved the problem of “doubling of solutions” [9]
that can be traced to the first isomorphism of (23).
We conclude observing that electromagnetism induces to use complex
Clifford algebras but if 2ν = 1 complex numbers disappear completely. The
other possibility is 2ν = −1 that, for the familiar Minkowski space with
n = 4, leaves room for three signatures: (4, 0) and (0, 4) corresponding to
ν ≡ 4 (mod 8) and (1, 3) corresponding to ν ≡ 6 (mod 8). Ruling out the
two definite, Euclidean, signatures we are left with the only possibility (1, 3),
the signature of quaternions.
This argument shows another possible application of proposition 1: sup-
posing we know the dimension n of V and the characteristics of the invo-
lution Θ (12), namely Θ2 and its parity s or ω2, for example by physical
motivations, than we obtain ν (mod 8) and thus V signature, a kind of
indirect measurement of the physical signature of V .
6 Conclusions
We have shown that taking into account also the involution generated by
complex conjugation the relations between n and ν are the same for real and
complex Clifford algebras. As a consequence once a signature is chosen for
complex vector space V the “generic” Clifford algebra C(2m) reduces to one
of its subalgebras of halved dimension R(2m) or H(2m−1) and consequently
the spinors, the carriers of the representation, are either real or quaternionic.
Only in this last case there is room for electromagnetism and this allows to
argue in favour of signature (1, 3) for Minkowski space.
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Appendix: proof of proposition 1
Proof. In the real case Θ = τ and (13) reduces to (7) so we need to prove
just the C case and we begin proving 1ν = 1n s = ω2; along the proof we will
frequently use some signs like s1 (6) and we collect here all their definitions
for easy reference
ωτω−1 = s1 τ
ωρω−1 = s2 ρ
ρτρ−1 = s3 τ
ωΘω−1 = sΘ
(25)
and remark that the same sign applies to the complementary relation, for
example ωτω−1 = s1 τ implies τωτ−1 = s1 ω.
Taking for ω2 its natural sign it is a standard exercise to get ω2 =
(−1) ν(ν−1)2 = 1ν. On the other hand since ω = f1f2 · · · fn
ω2 = (−1)n(n−1)2
n∏
j=1
f2j = 1n
n∏
j=1
e2j
n∏
j=1
ι2j = 1n
n∏
j=1
e2j (−1)r
where in the last passage we assumed that ιj = i for 0 ≤ r ≤ n generators.
In the last expression we recognize in 1n
∏n
j=1 e
2
j the value of ω2 in the real
case and thus, with (7), ∏nj=1 e2j = s1 and thus we have proved that in the
complex case ω2 = 1n s1(−1)r. To complete the proof we need to show that
s = s1(−1)r and by (12) and (25) we see that s = s1s2 since
sΘ = ωΘω−1 = ωτω−1ωρω−1 := s1s2τρ = s1s2Θ
so to prove the thesis we must prove that s2 = (−1)r and by its definition
(25) s2 = (−1)x where x ≥ 0 is the number of generators composing ρ and by
(10) we see that depending on r being even or odd, respectively s2 = (−1)r
and s2 = (−1)n−r = (−1)r and thus in both cases s2 = (−1)r and this
concludes the proof that in the complex case 1ν = 1n s = 1n s1s2 = ω2.
We turn now to the more intricate proof that 2ν = 2nΘ2. Also in the
complex case τ is the inner element giving τfjτ−1 = f∗j and this property
is not affected by the redefinition fj = ιjej and thus the blade τR of the
real case (4) is just updated in the complex case by the replacement of ej
by fj = ιjej and thus in the complex case τ2 = τ2R(−1)y where y ≥ 0 is the
number of generators entering τ for which ιj = i but by (25) (−1)y = s3
and thus τ2 = τ2Rs3. Since Θ = τρ by (25) Θ2 = s3τ2ρ2 and thus Θ2 = τ2Rρ2
and using (7) we see that the relation we want to prove has taken the form
2ν = 2νR ρ2
where by νR we indicate the space signature we would get from fj setting
all factors ιj = 1.
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To calculate the relation between ν and νR we suppose that the signature
of νR is (k, l) and that in the complex case there are r generators that are
multiplied by ιj = i of which 0 ≤ p ≤ min (k, r) are applied to the spacelike
generators ej (e2j = 1). Then it is simple to see that in the complex case
there will be k+ r− 2p spacelike generators (f2j = 1) and l− r+ 2p timelike
generators (f2j = −1) and thus in the complex case
ν = k + r − 2p− (l − r + 2p) = k − l + 2r − 4p = νR + 2r − 4p .
Since we are interested in the relations between bits 2ν and 2νR we
examine the quantity 2r − 4p in binary form in the two different cases of
r even or odd: for r even 2r − 4p can be written r100 − p000 and since
4 ≡ −4 (mod 8) we obtain
r100− p000 =
{
000 iff p0 = r1
100 iff p0 6= r1 (26)
while in the case of r odd we get
r110− p000 =
{
010 iff p0 = r1
110 iff p0 6= r1 (27)
where we have examined all 4 possible cases for r1, p0 and remembered that
the relation is modulo 8 and thus for example 2− 4 = −2 ≡ 6 (mod 8).
We proceed with the calculation of ρ2, let
t :=
{
r for r even
n− r for r odd
and with (10) we get
ρ2 = (−1) t(t−1)2
∏
j∈{t}
f2j = 1t
∏
j∈{t}
e2j (ιj)2t = 1t
∏
j∈{t}
e2j (28)
where the last passage is justified by the fact that for r even (ιj)2t = (−1)r =
1 and also for r odd (ιj)2t = (1)2(n−r) = 1.
By t definition for r even 1t = 1r while for r odd t = n − r that in
binary form is n2n10− r2r11 and −r in binary form is r2r11 (where ri is the
complementary bit of ri) and thus in binary form t = n+ (−r) reads
t2t1t0 = n2n10 + r2r11
so that, since there are no carries from the least significant bit, t1 = n1 + r1
and we can summarize these results with
1t :=
{
1r for r even
− 1r 1n for r odd.
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It remains to calculate the factor ∏j∈{t} e2j that depends on the number
of generators in ρ that are antisymmetric but by (25) τρτ−1 = s3ρ and this
involution replaces the generators with their dual so that we conclude that
s3 =
∏
j∈{t} e2j .
With the definitions of ρ (10), r and p we see that for r even there are
r − p antisymmetric generators in ρ and thus s3 = (−1)r−p = (−1)p = 0p
while for r odd ρ has (n− r)− (k − p) antisymmetric generators and thus
s3 = (−1)r(−1)k(−1)p = − 0k 0p = −s1 0p
since by (4) and (25) 0k = 0l = s1. In summary
s3 =
{
0p for r even
−s1 0p for r odd
and putting these results together we get
ρ2 = 1t s3 =
{
1r 0p for r even
1r 0p 1n s1 = 1r 0p 1νR for r odd
(29)
where to obtain the second relation for r odd we used the real case relation
(7) for 1νR.
We can now verify the relation under scrutiny, 2ν = 2νR ρ2, separately
in the two cases of r even or odd; for r even by (29) we get that 2ν = − 2νR
if and only if p0 6= r1 that, compared with (26), confirms that in this case
2ν and 2νR are actually opposite.
For r odd we distinguish two cases: for 0p = 1r by (29) ρ2 = 1νR and
this coincides with the result given by (27): 2ν 6= 2νR if and only if a carry is
generated in the second bit with 1νR. For 0p 6= 1r then ρ2 = − 1νR and thus
2ν and 2νR are opposite if and only if 1νR = 1 and this is again confirmed
by (27) since 2ν 6= 2νR if and only if a carry is not generated in the second
bit and thus iff 1νR = 1. This completes the proof that 2ν = 2νR ρ2. 2
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